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Where do spatial statistics and geoinformatics meet?

My answer will be partial (and egocentric).
It will address the question at three levels

I engineering level:
I Spatial and spatio-temporal data analysis in the R project

I societal level:
I Spatial statistics, reproducible research

I scientific level:
I Meaningful spatial prediction and aggregation
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Engineering level: INTAMAP, UncertWeb

I INTAMAP: interoperability and automated mapping
(2006-2009)

I UncertWeb: the uncertainty-enabled model web (2010-2013)

I both focus on interoperability, the model web, uncertainty,
and web services

I outcomes:

I , a markup language for probability distributions

I , a visualisation client for probabilistic,
spatio-temporal data

I R packages WPS4R, spacetime

To which extent is, for instance, a model web?
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Engineering level: 1.
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Societal level: OSS and reproducible research
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Societal level: spatial statistics @Elsevier
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Scientific level:
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How do point data look?

> library(gstat)

> data(meuse)

> meuse[1:5, c("x","y","zinc")]

x y zinc

1 181072 333611 1022

2 181025 333558 1141

3 181165 333537 640

4 181298 333484 257

5 181307 333330 269

> co2 = read.csv("co2_emission_powerplants.csv")

> co2[1:5, c("longitude", "latitude", "carbon_2007")]

longitude latitude carbon_2007

1 14.453050 51.83248 27400000

2 6.575827 51.05470 24100000

3 6.668831 50.99228 30400000

4 6.615766 51.03780 22200000

5 6.313576 50.83805 22000000

similar, but can we do similar things with them? 14 / 33



Interpolating heavy metal concentration in soil

following Burrough & McDonell,
1998:
> coordinates(meuse) = ~x+y

> v = variogram(log(zinc)~1, meuse)

> v.fit = fit.variogram(v, vgm(1, "Sph", 900, 1))

> data(meuse.grid)

> gridded(meuse.grid) = ~x+y

> m.kr = krige(log(zinc)~1, meuse, meuse.grid, v.fit)

[using ordinary kriging]

> spplot(m.kr["var1.pred"])
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Interpolating power plant CO2 emissions

> # load the country border of Germany:

> library(cshapes)

> cntr <- cshp(date=as.Date("2008-06-30"))

> germany <- cntr[cntr$CNTRY_NAME == "Germany",]

> # clean co2 data:

> co2 <- co2[co2$latitude != 0 & co2$carbon_2007 != 0,

+ c("latitude","longitude","carbon_2007")]

> # convert table to Spatial:

> coordinates(co2) = ~longitude+latitude

> proj4string(co2) = proj4string(germany)

> # create interpolation grid:

> grd = spsample(germany, 10000, "regular", offset = c(0,0))

> gridded(grd) = TRUE

> # interpolate, idw:

> co2_interpolated <- krige(carbon_2007~1, co2, grd)

[inverse distance weighted interpolation]

Interpolated CO2 emissions in 2007 (tons)
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Which one is meaningful?

At an unobserved location, what does

a predicted zinc concentration in top soil mean?

b predicted coal power plant CO2 emission mean?

what does unobserved location mean?

a a location, with soil, with “similar” conditions?

b a site with
I a power plant with unknown emission, or
I an arbitrary site with no power plant?
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When is summing meaningful?

> with(as.data.frame(meuse), sum(zinc))

[1] 72806

> with(as.data.frame(co2), sum(carbon_2007))

[1] 407225925

Which of these two sums is meaningful?
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Types of Reference System Domains.
Reference Do-
main

Type Description Example

Domain of a
Spatial Refer-
ence System

Ds All possible locations
that are defined in a
spatial reference sys-
tem; we restrict Ds

to Ds ⊂ R2

([−90, 90] ×
[−180, 180]) ⊂ R2

defined in WGS84

Domain of a
Temporal Refer-
ence System

Dt All possible times
defined in a tempo-
ral reference system

POSIX time (sec-
onds from 1st
January 1970 UTC)
with Dt ⊂ Q

Domain of a
Quality Refer-
ence System

Dq Set of all values that
a quality might take

[0, 106] ⊂ R with
unit ppm as de-
fined in Unified Code
for Units of Measure
(UCUM)

Domain of a Dis-
crete Entities

Dd Set of discrete ob-
jects or events.

Set of coal power
plants in Germany in
2010
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Types of Point Pattern Variables in Spatial Statistics
Variable type Functional type Example
Spatial Point
Pattern

SPP = ”Dd ⇒ Ds” Locations of longleaf
pines in 4 ha of a nat-
ural forest in Thomas
County, Georgia

Marked Spatial
Point Pattern

MSPP =
”Dd ⇒ (Ds ×Dq)”

Locations of longleaf
pines in 4 ha of a nat-
ural forest in Thomas
County, Georgia with
diameters-at-breast-
heights (DBH)

Temporal Point
Pattern

TPP = ”Dd ⇒ Dt” Occurrence of earth-
quakes in an american
county

Marked Tempo-
ral Point Pattern

MTPP =
”Dd ⇒ (Dt ×Dq)”

Occurrence of earth-
quakes in an american
county with magnitudes

Spatio-temporal
Point Pattern

STPP =
”Dd ⇒ (Dt ×Ds)”

Occurrence of earth-
quakes at particular
locations in space and
time

Marked Spatio-
temporal Point
Pattern

MSTPP =
”Dd ⇒ (Dt ×Ds ×Dq)”

′
Occurrence of earth-
quakes at particular
locations in space and
time with magnitudes
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Types of Geostatistical and Lattice Variables in
Spatial Statistics

Variable type Functional type Example
Geostatistical
Variable

GEOST = ”Ds ⇒ Dt ⇒ Dq” PM10 concentrations
across Germany

Lattice Variable LAT = ” rDs ⇒ Dt ⇒ Dq” Number of doctor-
prescriptions per
consultation in cantons
of the Midi-Pyrenees
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Trajectory Variable Type in Spatial Statistics

Variable type Functional type Example
Trajectory TRAJECT =

”Dd ⇒ Dt ⇒ Ds”
paths of tracked an-
imals

Marked Trajec-
tory

MTRAJECT =
”Dd ⇒ Dt ⇒ (Ds ×Dq)”

paths of tracked an-
imals with measure-
ments of body tem-
perature
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Functions for Basic Observation Procedures

Observation pro-
cedure

Observation function Example

Object localization
procedure

obsloc :: Dd ⇒ Dt ⇒ Ds Location of a coal
power plant by cen-
troid (any spatial
point pattern)

Object prop-
erty observation
procedure

obsprop :: Dd ⇒ Dt ⇒ Dq CO2 emission rate
of a power plant at
a series of times

Continuous phe-
nomenon observa-
tion procedure

obscphen :: Ds ⇒ Dt ⇒ Dq Observation of
PM10 concen-
trations across
Germany
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Function for an ordinary Kriging procedure

Prediction proce-
dure

Prediction Function Example

Ordinary kriging
procedure

predgeost :: GEOST Spatial interpolation of
PM10 measurements using
ordinary kriging.
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Types of Measurement Scales and Permissible
statistics

(after Stevens, 1946); statistics permissible for lower scales are also
permissible for higher scale variables, but not vice-versa.

Scale Type Permissible Statistics
Nominal Count (number of cases), Mode,

Contingency
Ordinal Median, Percentiles
Interval Mean, Standard Deviation, rank-

order correlation, product-moment
correlation

Ratio Coefficient of variation
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Observation windows
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Meaningfulness

I Meaningfulness checks are implemented in our formalism as
correspondence checks:

I Meaningful prediction is introduced based on a
correspondence check between observation functions and
prediction functions that ensures that there is a possible
observation for each prediction.

I Meaningful aggregation is based on checking whether an
observed window corresponds to the target regions of an
aggregation, hence testing the condition, that the target
region needs to be observed completely in case of using the
sum as an aggregation function.
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Air quality in Europe: EEA report 4/2012

Trends in PM10 (µg/m3), 2001-2010, per station type

“in the diagrams a geographical bias exists towards central Europe
where there is a higher density of stations”
to obtain aggregate values for Europe, one needs to aggregate
predictions over Europe (block kriging)
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The limits of classes

I are traffic station air quality measurements geostatistical
variables? (stationarity assumption)

I what does the sum of observed bird counts mean, in particular
in case of volunteered information?

I if not meaningful, what do interpolated point pattern mark
tell us?
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OWL pattern
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Outlook

I this paper constrained to meaningfulness of spatio-temporal
prediction and aggregation, and addressed geostatistical and
point pattern data.

I lattice data, or trajectory data were not addressed

I rasters, imagery has not been addressed

I “deeper” statistical problems include model estimation, and
model selection (evaluating assumptions)

I what can we do to make our theory work (help) in practice?

I how can random variables, or variables with uncertainty, be
represented in the formalism?
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Conclusions

I The fringe zone between geoinformatics and spatial statistics
offers several exciting challenges at the engineering, societal
and scientific level, even that of information theory.

I I mentioned a few, related to activities in my group, that
addressed R, interoperability, model web, and semantic
reference systems (and ignored data analysis, air quality and
exposure modelling, monitoring network design, land use
change in Brazil, 52°North, and citizen science)

I Most of this work is completely in the open, meaning that
everyone is welcome to participate!
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